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PROVIDING AUTHORIZED ACCESS AND 
REQUEST-INITIATED TRANSLATION OF 

DATA FILES 

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

This application is a divisional ofU.S. Ser. No. 09/730,224, 
?led Dec. 5, 2000, now US. Pat. No. 7,062,486 the contents 
of Which is incorporated by reference herein in its entirety. 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention generally relates generally to the 
?eld of networked data processing and, more particularly, to 
the provision of a method, system and program product for 
enabling netWork access to a repository of formatted data 
?les. The access is restricted to a set of authorized requesters 
and among the requesters, access is preferably further 
restrictedbased upon the characteristics of the stored data and 
on it’s intended use by the requester. A requester may require 
access to the stored ?le in a format other than the format(s) in 
Which it is stored. A request-initiated translation is provided 
to enable such access. The request-initiated translation may 
further be governed by a rules-based translation service 
Which heuristically determines Which of the stored ?le for 
mats should be used as the basis for a translation to a 
requested ?le format. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

The advent of network-based e-commerce has had a dra 
matic impact on the Way in Which businesses interact With 
each other. The fact that business enterprises operating on 
different computing platforms, can leverage the platform 
independent poWer of the Internet to seamlessly interchange 
data With one another has created a neW aWareness of the 

competitive advantages that may secured by closely integrat 
ing the members of a commercial supply chain. A manufac 
turing entity, for example, can noW share real-time data 
regarding its production operations With its raW material sup 
pliers to enable a more e?icient allocation of those raW mate 
rials, in turn decreasing inventory costs and ensuring that 
production by the manufacturer more closely re?ects product 
demand. As a consequence, production cycles run more e?i 
ciently and dollar advantages garnered by the supply chain 
members should markedly increase. HoWever, the mere exist 
ence of the Internet as a backbone for supporting the business 
to-business interactions of the members of a supply chain is 
not itself suf?cient for the full realiZation of such marketplace 
e?iciencies. 

While the Internet provides a readily available common 
backbone for inter-enterprise communication, the data pro 
cessing environments Within each enterprise may be mark 
edly dissimilar, thus, merely enabling data How betWeen 
enterprises does not address fundamental processing system 
incompatibilities therebetWeen. In certain areas this issue is 
being addressed by adoption of standardized data description 
paradigms such as those found in the Widely adopted exten 
sible Markup Language @(ML) Which, along With the older 
Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) has established some stan 
dards for inter-enterprise data exchange. While EDI and 
XML may address many issues regarding inter-enterprise 
data communication, it is an inevitability that much of the 
data exchange required for an ef?ciently functioning supply 
chain, Will involve data Which is resident in legacy data pro 
cessing systems in the various enterprises, and exists in for 
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2 
mats that are incompatible With the processing systems of the 
various members of the supply chain. Moreover, it is a cer 
tainty that in most cases, these enterprises Will not undertake 
the expensive, time-consuming and risk-laden task of con 
verting their voluminous legacy data into the format of the 
currently accepted standard. Accordingly, it can be seen that 
there is a need to provide a seamless data format translation or 
transcoding scheme to further improve inter-enterprise data 
exchange. 

Since it may often be the case that a requested data ?le 
exists Within an enterprise in many different formats other 
than the requested format, a further advantageous aspect of 
the transcoding scheme Would provide logic for selecting the 
optimal version of a requested data ?le from Which to perform 
the translation. 

A concomitant issue arising from the enhanced ability for 
inter-enterprise data communications relates to data security. 
Much of the data that is most important to the ef?cient opera 
tion of an enterprise is the same data for Which inter-enter 
prise communication is necessary to enjoy the aforemen 
tioned market ef?ciencies. Thus, a tension exists betWeen the 
desire to provide authoriZed supply chain partners With 
access to the data that they require to manage their portion of 
the supply chain, While at the same time ensuring that the data 
does not become available to unintended recipients such as 
competitors, customers, and other suppliers. 

General Electric Global eXchange Services provides a ser 
vice called Tradanet (R) (Tradanet is a registered trademark 
of General Electric Company, USA, headquartered in Gaith 
ersburg, Md.) Which offers some of these features. In particu 
lar, Tradanet offers the ability for an enterprise to transmit 
formatted documents via a secure Internet or other netWork 
connection to its authoriZed global trading partners. HoWever 
the Tradanet service requires that the formats for such docu 
ments be pre-established at the enterprise and does not afford 
a mechanism Whereby a partner may request a document in a 
format other than those pre-established by the enterprise. 
Hence, in the absence of a translation or transcoding feature, 
the Tradanet solution to fails to address the aforementioned 
compatibility issues and is, in essence, merely a secure docu 
ment repository. 

In vieW of the foregoing it can be seen that a solution is 
needed Which addresses these security and compatibility 
issues so as to enable an enterprise to provide access to any 
and all data it deems valuable in promoting the ef?cient 
operation of its supply chain. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

The foregoing problems and shortcoming of the prior art 
are overcome and further advantageous features are provided 
by the present invention Wherein a method, an apparatus and 
a computer program product are provided for controlling 
access to a set of stored formatted data ?les and for enabling 
translation of the stored ?les from a stored format to another 
format. The method includes receiving a request for a data ?le 
from a requester. The request speci?es a data format prefer 
ence for receiving the data ?le. The requested data format is 
different than either of a data format used to create the data ?le 
and a data format in Which the data ?le is stored at the time of 
the request. The method also includes determining if the 
requester is authoriZed to access the requested data ?le and 
translating the requested data ?le from a stored data format 
into the requested data format responsive to receiving the 
request if the stored format differs from the requested format. 
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The method further includes making the translated data ?le 
accessible to the requester if it is determined that the requester 
is authoriZed. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

The subject matter Which is regarded as the invention is 
particularly pointed out and distinctly claimed at the conclu 
sion of the speci?cation. The foregoing and other bene?cial 
features of the invention Will be apparent from the folloWing 
detailed description of a preferred implementation of the 
invention Which is to be read in conjunction With the accom 
panying draWings Wherein: 

FIG. 1 depicts a typical manufacturing and design value 
chain environment Wherein the present invention may be 
implemented; 

FIG. 2 illustrates an exemplary format for data storage in 
the enterprise repository; 

FIG. 3 depicts an access control system for restricting 
access to the data in the repository to authoriZed suppliers; 

FIG. 4 illustrates the process How undertaken When a sup 
plier submits a request for a data record in the repository 
through the access control system; 

FIG. 5 comprising FIGS. Sa-Sd depict screen shots that a 
supplier Would see in interacting With the Web-based front 
end of the access control system; 

FIG. 6 illustrates the structures and processes Within the 
enterprise that enable a response to a supplier’s request from 
the access control system for a data record in the enterprise 
repository; 

FIG. 7 illustrates the process How undertaken by the con 
version logic for determining Whether a ?le format translation 
is required and, if so, Which stored ?le format should be used 
as input for the translation; 

FIG. 8 depicts an illustrative structure for the keyWord 
table used in conjunction With the conversion logic to enable 
?le format translation; 

FIG. 9 illustrates the process for initially loading the meta 
data into the staging data base and the directory of the access 
control system as Well as providing updates of the meta data 
thereto. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENT OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention Will be described in terms of an 
implementation Whereby computer-readable graphics ?les 
and related product design data Which might include text ?les, 
spread sheets, and the like, all required for the design and 
manufacture of computer related equipment are made avail 
able to members of a value chain for an enterprise engaged in 
the manufacturing and design of computer systems. It Will, 
hoWever, be readily apparent to those skilled in the relevant 
art that this preferred embodiment of the invention is merely 
illustrative and it is readily contemplated that the unique 
features of the present invention may be put to myriad uses 
Wherein it is desired to provide access to data in various 
formats to an authorized population of requesters of that data. 

Turning noW to the invention in greater detail, reference 
may be had to FIG. 1 Wherein is illustrated a representation of 
a manufacturing and design infrastructure value chain 100 
Wherein an embodiment of the present invention may be 
advantageously implemented. At the center of the infrastruc 
ture is an enterprise 101 Which, in our example, is engaged in 
the design and manufacture of computer system. An example 
of such an enterprise is International Business Machines Cor 
poration, the assignee of the present invention. Within the 
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4 
enterprise, a repository 102 houses information related to the 
design and manufacture of the computer systems. In a pre 
ferred embodiment, the information might take the form com 
puter aided design (CAD) models representing tWo-dimen 
sional (2D) and/or three dimensional (3D) renderings of 
elements utiliZed in the manufacture of a computer system, 
such elements might include, Without limitation electronic 
components, mechanical hardWare, enclosures, poWer sup 
ply, heat sinks, the repository may further include softWare 
?les such as bit patterns representing the electrical con?gu 
ration of programmable components. Additionally, it is con 
templated that associated design and use data embodied in 
Word processing documents, spread sheets and the like may 
be included as Well as the CAD data. 
The data repository 102 may be implemented as a central 

iZed database such as a DB2(R) database (DB2 is a registered 
trademark of International Business Machines Corporation) 
or any other available database system or ?le system or simple 
as a set of ?at ?les stored on server computers Within the 

enterprise. Moreover, the repository may be implemented in 
a centraliZed or distributed fashion With elements of the 
repository residing on a single or on separate computer serv 
ers residing in different locations throughout the enterprise. 
The enterprise 101 receives raW materials such as compo 

nents and manufacturing resources as Well as design 
resources, and provides ?nished products and occasional 
design data to customers. Accordingly, FIG. 1 further depicts 
the interaction among the various members of the value chain 
100 for the creation, by the enterprise 101 of its computer 
systems. It is apparent via this depiction, Which is a simpli? 
cation of a typical manufacturing and design value chain, that 
the members of the chain Would desire access to aspects of the 
data contained in the repository 102, related to their particular 
participation in the chain. Such access may be enabled by 
providing a network 1011) for supporting the interaction 
betWeen the enterprise and the other entities comprising the 
value chain (103-106) Which in a preferred embodiment 
Would take the form of an Internet connection or Extranet 
connection through the ?reWall 1010 of the enterprise 101. 
FIG. 1 illustratively depicts the interaction betWeen suppliers 
103 and the enterprise 101 accessible to the members of the 
value chain through a Web broWser interface. Suppliers, in a 
preferred embodiment connote those ?rms responsible for 
providing the enterprise With building blocks used in the 
manufacture of its computer systems. Such building blocks 
might, for example, be in the form of electronic components 
provided from a component supplier such as Intel Corpora 
tion for microprocessors or Amp Corporation for electrical 
connectors, or alternatively, in the form of mechanical hard 
Ware from a supplier such as North American Bolt and ScreW 
Company, Inc. The enterprise 101 may additionally out 
source its manufacturing requirements to a set of suppliers 
engaged in supplying services to the enterprise. Contract 
manufacturers 104 such as Solectron Corporation are an 
example. Moreover, the enterprise 101 may out-source 
details of the system design to an external design contractor 
105. In certain instances, it may also be necessary for the 
enterprise to provide information regarding product design to 
a customer. Such a necessity may arise if the customer is 
providing, for example value, added reselling for the systems 
provided by the enterprise or for any of a variety of other 
reasons. The data in the repository may be entered by employ 
ees of enterprise 101 based upon technical information 
amassed by those employees alone or in conjunction With 
members of the value chain 100. 

It is also noted that employees of the enterprise may Wish to 
forWard data from their personal computers to suppliers out 
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side of the enterprise. To do so, these employees may make 
use of the security and translation facilities associated With 
the repository Which Will be subsequently addressed herein. 
In this manner, and by making use of the subsequently 
described techniques employed for securely transferring data 
from Within the enterprise to external members of the value 
chain, information stored locally on an employee’s computer 
may be passed to a supplier Without ?rst being stored in the 
repository, in a manner that ensures proper security and 
enables the translation of the ?le into the format desired by the 
receiving supplier. 
From the foregoing explanation of the value chain it is 

apparent that the data stored in the repository 1 02, is central to 
the e?icient functioning of the value chain 100. Each member 
of the chain has different access requirements depending on 
the data that relates to its role in the value chain 100. To 
further amplify this point, reference may be had to FIG. 2 
Wherein is illustrated an exemplary representation of the 
manufacturing and design data stored in repository 102. The 
repository 102 includes data records 201 Which may be logi 
cally or physically partitioned in accordance With the nature 
of the components stored therein. For example, an individual 
data record 201 may include an indication as to Whether the 
record is to be treated as con?dential 202, Whether the infor 
mation in the record is at released status 203 (i.e., in a ?nal 
unalterable state), in a release ready state (Wherein the data is 
presumed ?nal and aWaiting approval for promotion to 
released state), or a pre-released state Wherein it is likely that 
the data Will change. The location Within the enterprise con 
trolling the data for the record can also be listed 206. In our 
example record 201 is listed as a con?dential, release ready 
data record Which is oWned the Austin, Tex. branch of enter 
prise 101. Each of these levels of classi?cation assist in the 
creation of an access control system 300 as is subsequently 
described herein. 

Other data that may also be stored regarding the data ?le 
201 include the part number 207 and the engineering change 
(EC) number 208 of the document (a designation used for 
tracking the progress of the constituent part number(s) that 
are the subject of the data ?le). Additionally, information 
regarding the data type (DTYPE) 209, and data format 
(DFORM) 210 of the record may be stored. The data type 209 
of a record indicates the native environment in Which the data 
record Was created. For example, a Word processing ?le cre 
ate in Lotus WORD PRO Would have a designation of WORD 
PRO as its data type, While a CAD document created in 
CATIA Would have a data type of CATIA. The data format 
?eld 210 indicates the format in Which the data record 201 is 
currently stored in the repository. Referring to our WORD 
PRO example, it may be desirable, oWing to its universal 
popularity, to save a copy of the Word Pro ?le in PDF format, 
in Which case the data format ?eld for the record Would 
indicate PDF. A version of the WORD PRO ?le Which Was 
stored in WORD PRO format Would indicate this by listing 
either WORD PRO or SRC (source) as its data format. CAD 
draWing, as is knoWn to those skilled in the art, comprises 
elements Which are used to create renderings of increasing 
complexity. A rudimentary CAD element in a solid modeling 
system might be a CUBIOD Which could be combined With 
other elements into an ASSEMBLY, Which in turn may be 
stored as a WIRE (faceted) rendering or a SOLID rendering 
Which can be shaded and/or rotated for visualization pur 
poses. A CAD draWing With data type CATIA might then 
have a data format of WIRE or SOLID, etc. depending upon 
the stored format of the data record. The foregoing CAD 
DFORMs are exemplary, other such formats are Well knoWn 
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6 
to those skilled in the art and are contemplated to be included 
in the data format ?eld as Well. 

In addition to information speci?c to stored data records 
201, the enterprise preferably stores information regarding 
the members of value chain 100 With authority to access the 
data records in the repository in an access pro?le database 
212, Which may be implemented in the same or different data 
space than the data records 201. The access pro?le database 
212 is instrumental in controlling Whether requesting suppli 
ers and other members of the value chain 100 Will be granted 
permission to access the repository 102, and if so, it serves to 
control Which data records 201 Within the repository 102 they 
are authorized to receive and in What format they Wish to 
receive them. 

Referring in detail to the access pro?le database 212, it can 
be seen that the database includes a listing of each value chain 
member that has been granted access to the repository 102. 
Access to the repository 102 is enabled through a registration 
process Wherein a supplier 103 or other value chain member 
applies for and is granted authority to access certain desig 
nated data records 201 in the repository 102. For ease of 
explanation We shall refer, by Way of example, to the desig 
nation of access control for a supplier 103 in value chain 100, 
hoWever, it is to be understood that any member of the value 
chain 100 Would be handled in a substantially identical man 
ner. 

Each supplier is listed in the database 212 by supplier name 
213, as Well as by a designated supplier number 214. The 
location of the supplier is listed 215 as Well as the e-mail 
address(es) 216 for contacts at the supplier and a userid (s) 
235 and passWord(s) 236 to enable a user to log in to the 
system. Moreover, a listing of the supplier’s data format 
preferences 217 is maintained in the database 212. Format 
preferences may include a variety of information regarding 
the format(s) in Which the supplier 103 Wishes to access the 
data record 201. Next, access control data is listed 218 Which 
as Will be shoWn, include a level of detail regarding the types 
of records 201 that may be accessed by the supplier. In a 
preferred embodiment, the data record attributes for deter 
mining access include the con?dential status of the record 
202, the release status 203-205 and the location oWning the 
data record 206. 

Entry 219 illustrates the database 212 record for a given 
supplierAcme Corp., an electronic assembly supplier located 
in Akron, Ohio 215. As can be seen the supplier name 213 
entry lists Acme Corp., the supplier number 214 is designated 
as 86.times.l24l. The supplier’s e-mail address is 
data@acme.com 216, and the format preferences 217 are 
presented in a exploded fashion in box 220. The suppliers 
access control data 218 is listed in an exploded fashion in box 
221. 
As is seen via an examination of box 220, Acme has indi 

cated certain data format preferences for certain types of data. 
That is, upon registering, Acme has provided it’s preferred 
formats in Which to receive certain types of information. The 
data format preference refers to the particular encoding that 
the data has/Will undergo prior to provision to the supplier. 
This data format preference 220 Will be relevant in permitting 
the enterprise 101 to assess Whether a requested record 201 is 
available in a preferred format and, if not, Whether a transla 
tion to a preferred format may be undertaken, and, if so, Which 
stored format for the record should be used to best accomplish 
the translation. These features of the present invention Will be 
subsequently addressed in detail herein. Box 220 illustrates 
Acme’s data format preferences. Here We see that Acme has 
indicated it’ s preferences to receive 2D CAD data 221 in PDF 
format or HPGL format Which ever is available as Well as 
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Word Pro format 222 depending upon availability. 3D ?les 
223 are preferred in either 3D D.times.F Wireframe geometry 
format or 3dIGES surface geometry formats 224. This is list 
merely illustrative and it is contemplated that other formats 
could be included. Moreover, other formatting features may 
be offered, for example, and as Will be detailed subsequently, 
the supplier may indicate a particular preference associated 
With a speci?c request for a data record 201 Which con?icts 
With the supplier’s stored preference 220, the system permits 
this speci?cally requested format to override the supplier’s 
stored format preferences 220, this override might be useful 
in any number of circumstances, for example When a supplier 
seeks to access the data in the repository via a mobile net 
Worked device such as a cellular telephone or PDA Wherein 
the data format preference of the requesting supplier is likely 
to be dictated by bandWidth and device display limitations. 
As can be seen via an examination of box 225, Acme, is 

granted authority to access con?dential ?les Which are at 
released or release-ready status level and Which are oWned by 
the Austin, Tex. location of the enterprise 101, and from the 
Poughkeepsie, NY. location if they are at released status. 
Further, it can be seen that the supplier has authority to access 
all non-con?dential ?les in any release status from any loca 
tion. The functionality of this stored data Will be further 
described beloW in conjunction With the use of the access 
control system 300. 

FIG. 3 depicts an access control system 300 for managing 
access to data in the repository 102 by the members of the 
value chain 100. By Way of example, FIG. 3 depicts a supplier 
301. As described above, this supplier has an access pro?le 
entry 225 in the access pro?le database 212 associated With it, 
Which is illustrated via the dashed lined drawing as 3 01a. This 
pro?le is maintained in database 212 and is established upon 
the supplier’s registration to the value chain network 1011). 
The entry may be subsequently updated and/ or deleted by the 
enterprise 101 upon request by the supplier 301. The pro?le is 
integrated into the access control system 300 to ensure that 
the supplier 301 is granted the proper level of authority to 
access designated data record types in repository 102 and to 
facilitate data transmission in accordance With the supplier’s 
format preferences. 

In a preferred embodiment of the invention an overvieW of 
the access control system 300 is as folloWs: Supplier’s 301 
access to the repository is enabled by Way of a directory 304 
Which consists of meta-data 305 representative of the data in 
the repository 102, as Well as a replica 306 of the supplier 
access pro?le database 212. The directory 304 is kept in up to 
date With changes to the repository 102 in a manner that Will 
be subsequently detailed herein. Each supplier 301 may gen 
erate requests 302 for information from the repository 102 
over the netWork 101B. The directory 304 receives these 
requests and determines Whether the requested data is resi 
dent in the repository. If not, the directory responds to the 
supplier With an indication that the requested data does not 
exist in the repository 303. If the supplier requests data exist 
ing in the repository 307, the directory 304 executes an access 
control function, determining Whether the request should be 
completed based upon the supplier’s access pro?le data 306. 
If the supplier requests information Which, based upon its 
pro?le, it is entitled to receive, the directory forWards the 
request to repository 3 08 and the data is thereafter provided to 
the supplier. Alternatively, if the supplier requests informa 
tion that con?icts With the access privileges established in the 
suppliers pro?le as seen in 306, the directory Will reject the 
access request 309. Responses to successful requests 311 are 
subsequently retrieved from the repository 102 and made 
available to the supplier 301 in response table 310. Responses 
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8 
may be maintained in table 310 for a predetermined time 
period even after successful doWnload by the requesting sup 
plier 301 to accommodate subsequent authorized requests for 
the same part number by the same or by other authoriZed 
suppliers. 
As previously noted, the repository 102 is mirrored outside 

the enterprise’s Internet ?reWall 1010 in the form of a direc 
tory 304, Which includes a meta-data representation 305 of 
the data records stored in repository 102. In a preferred 
embodiment, the directory 304 is maintained as a Lotus Notes 
database on a Lotus Domino server belonging to enterprise 
101 (Lotus and Notes are registered trademarks and Domino 
is a trademark of International Business Machines Corpora 
tion). The directory 304 serves as a ?lter for access requests 
302 from the suppliers, determining Which requests Will be 
rejected and Which Will be forWarded to the repository 102. 

It Will be illustrative to analyZe the steps undertaken in 
transmitting a request for a data record using the access con 
trol system 300. FIG. 4 depicts a How diagram 400 for the 
process of transmitting a request from supplier 301 for a data 
record 201 in repository 102 via access control system 300. 
Starting at step 401 the supplier accesses the softWare for 
submitting a request Which is preferably implemented as a 
Web-based application, and is prompted to log onto the sys 
tem by providing a userid and passWord 402. This is shoWn 
for example in the user logon screen in FIG. 5a. It Will be 
recalled that the supplier’s userid 235 and passWord data 236 
are stored in the access control database 212 and mirrored in 
the copy 306 in the directory 304. The userid and passWord 
entered by the supplier 402 are compared against the access 
pro?le database 306 and if a match is found the process 400 
continues, While if no match is found the supplier is not 
authoriZed to access the repository and the process ends 414. 
Upon successful log on, it is determined Whether this is the 
?rst time a supplier has logged onto the system 403, if so, the 
supplier may be given the option of creating their format 
preference portion of their pro?le 404 (as shoWn in FIG. 5b) 
if not, or after creating the preference pro?le the supplier Will 
create a request for information on a data record 405 by 
entering the part number 207 and EC number 208 for the part. 
The supplier submits the request 406 and the request is routed 
to the meta data table 305 in directory 304 to determine 
Whether the requested part number and EC exist in the reposi 
tory 407. If the requested part number and EC do not exist 
there is no data available on the requested record and the 
process is ended 414. If the part number and EC are located in 
the meta data 305 the process continues to step 408 Wherein 
the details for the requested data record as identi?ed in the 
meta data 305 in step 407 are compared With the suppliers 
access pro?le information 306 as identi?ed upon logging into 
the system 402, to determine if the supplier is authorized to 
receive information on the requested data record. Thus, a 
determination is made in step 408 as to Whether the data 
record matches the access control information described as 
part of table 225 of the database 212 and mirrored in the 
access pro?le database 306. If the supplier is not authoriZed to 
retrieve this data ?le the system 300 Will indicate that this 
record is not available for retrieval by the supplier 409 thereby 
ending the process 414. Alternatively, if the supplier is autho 
riZed 408 the system 300 displays the retrieved information 
from the meta data 3 05 including the part number, EC and list 
of available formats With the preferred data formats for the 
supplier preselected 410 (see FIG. 50). As can be seen in SC 
the supplier is given the option of selecting formats other then 
those preselected by the system 300 based upon the suppliers 
data format preferences located in the access pro?le data base 
306. Irrespective of Whether the supplier overrides its pre 
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ferred formats 411, the process next requires that the supplier 
submit this request 412, at Which point the request Will pass 
through the directory 304 and the ?rewall 1010 to the reposi 
tory 102 Where it is handled in a manner that Will be subse 
quently described. Thereafter the repository returns the infor 
mation 413 requested by the supplier through the directory 
304 in response table 310 for access by the supplier thereby 
ending the process 414. The status of a request once submitted 
at step 412 is tracked 415 through its completion as is shoWn 
in FIG. 5D Which displays neW requests, Work in progress, 
?les available for doWnload and ?les Which have previously 
been doWnloaded Which are maintained on the directory for a 
predetermined time after the doWnload in case the supplier 
needs to access the record again (for example if the supplier 
inadvertently deletes the doWnloaded record). 

Having examined the process undertaken by a supplier for 
the submission and ful?llment of a request, it Will noW be 
instructive to consider hoW the enterprise 101 manages its 
response to a request from the supplier. Turning to FIG. 6 We 
can see that a request 308 from supplier 301 is sent through 
the ?reWall 101C into the enterprise 101. From the directory 
304 it can be seen that the request 308 is forWarded to a Notes 
repository 601 Which is comprised of the access pro?le data 
base 220 and the original copy 602 of the parts meta-data 305 
Which is derived from the parts repository 102. In operation, 
the directory 304 has meta data 305 and access pro?le data 
bases 306 Which are replicated from the Notes database 601 
via its constituent tables 220 and 602 respectively. At this 
point the supplier 301 When accessing the directory 304 
Would be informed FIG. 5d via status tracking 415 that his 
request is being processed. 

The request 308 passes through 601 to a conversion pro 
cessing logic 610 Which includes a keyWord prioritization 
table 611. The conversion logic element 610 functions to 
determine Whether the requested format Will necessitate a 
translation from a ?le format stored in the repository 102 and 
further to determine Which of such stored formats should be 
used for the translation. 

FIG. 7 illustrates the process How 700 implemented by the 
conversion logic 610. Starting at step 701 the request coming 
through the database 601 is parsed 702 and the requested part 
number, requesting supplier, format requested (DFORM, 
DTYPE) as Well as the results of the matching of the part 
number against the meta data table 602, in particular the 
formats in Which the requested part number are stored in the 
repository 102 are accessed. The How continues to step 703 
Wherein it is determined Whether a translation is required. A 
translation Will be required Where a supplier requests a format 
other than those stored in the repository 1 02 for the requested 
part number. If no translation is required no further process 
ing for the conversion logic 610 is required and process con 
tinues to step 708 Wherein a transaction indicating a request 
for the requested part number in the requested stored format 
is passed forWard and the conversion process 700 is ended 
709. 

Alternatively, if the requested format is not stored in 
repository 102, the How passes to step 704 Wherein it is 
determined Whether the requested part is stored in multiple 
formats. If the part is stored in only one format then that 
format Will be the format used as the starting point for the 
translation of the part number ?le to the requested format. The 
transaction for such a request is created in step 707. Alterna 
tively, if the requested part number ?le is stored in multiple 
formats 704, processing continues to step 705 Wherein the 
keyWord table 611 is accessed. 

The keyWord table is shoWn in FIG. 8. In essence, the 
keyWord table presents a tWo level list, the ?rst level shoWing 
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10 
potentially requested formats 801 and each item in the ?rst list 
is related to a second level list 802 Which is a prioritized list of 
formats, each of Which might be used as a starting point for 
performing the required format translations to the request 
format 801. The organization of the second level prioritized 
list is preferably based upon the level of information required 
for the request ?le format 801, and the list proceeds in 
decreasing order listing ?rst the ?le formats having at least as 
much or more data than the request format and continuing 
forWarding in decreasing order of data content. In an altema 
tive implementation the listing order may be based upon other 
criteria such as minimizing the amount of processing required 
for a translation to the requested format. In still a further 
re?nement it is contemplated that multiple versions of the 
keyWord table might be utilized, each comprising a second 
level list that is prioritized based upon a different criteria. 
Responsive to a requester provided indication of translation 
criteria such as preservation of data, the appropriate keyWord 
table version, With a second level list prioritized in accor 
dance With the requester’ s preference, Would be used to deter 
mine the appropriate stored ?le format to be used as a starting 
point for the translation. 

FolloWing the process 700, the keyWord table 611 is 
accessed and the requested format is accessed in the ?rst level 
list. Thereafter the second level list is accessed compared 
against the results of the meta data 602 portion of the parsed 
request (indicating the formats of the stored part number ?le) 
and the highest priority listed format Which is stored in the 
repository is chosen 706. Thereafter the transaction request 
ing translation to the chosen format is created 707 and the 
process is ended 709. 

After processing via the conversion logic 610 and the 
request for the part number ?le and translation (if needed) are 
passed through a secure agent 603 Which in a preferred 
embodiment is a Java program Which functions to securely 
transfer the processed request 308 via HTTP to the Applica 
tion server 604 Which in this case is a Websphere Application 
server. This request includes the part number, the requested 
?le format, and if a translation is required, it Will also include 
the format Which should be used as the basis for the transla 
tion. 

The application server 604 builds a transaction request 607 
Which Will be processed by the repository 102 to generate a 
properly formatted response containing the requested part 
number data. 

In a preferred embodiment the repository is a DB2(R) 
database running on an MVS operating system. The server 
604 includes Java servlets 605 and Enterprise Java Beans 606 
Which instantiate the transaction request 607 to be submitted 
via an application program interface API 608 to the repository 
102. The server 604, in a preferred embodiment, builds the 
required set of messages into the API 608 for transmission 
607 to the repository 102 so as to interface With the MVS 
based database 102 to extract the requested information 
therefrom. 

The API 608 provides the interface betWeen the server 604 
and the repository 102. The repository receives the request 
from the server 604 and extracts the requested part number 
?le in the appropriate format. If the supplier 301 requests a 
part number ?le in a previously stored format, then no trans 
lation Will be required, and the ?le as extracted from the 
repository is forWarded to the database 601 Where from it is 
replicated to the directory database 304 and made available to 
the requesting supplier 301 upon subsequent successful logon 
thereto. Alternatively, if the supplier requests a part number 
?le in a format not previously stored, the conversion logic 610 
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Will have previously designated a format from Which to per 
form a translation to the request ?le format. 

The request 608 Will prompt the repository 102 to extract 
this designated part number ?le in the determined format and 
pass it to the conversion engine 609 for translation into the 
requested format. The repository interprets the messages sent 
from the server 604 Which instructs the extraction of the 
required part number ?le in the appropriate format, and Which 
directs the ?le to be translated, if necessary, by the conversion 
engine 609 into the requested format. 

The conversion engine 609 includes softWare for translat 
ing the request ?les from stored format to the requested for 
mats. Such softWare is Well knoWn to those skilled in the art 
and as such Will not be covered in detail herein. It is su?icient 
to note that the tools required to perform a translation from a 
given ?le format to another ?le format are readily incorpo 
rated into the conversion engine 609 and that the conversion 
engine functions to provide output in a format requested by 
the supplier 301 When such a requested format is not previ 
ously available in the repository 102. 

In a further preferred embodiment a conversion engine 609 
might be alternatively or additionally implemented in the 
external access control system’s directory 304. In such an 
embodiment the translation of the requested data ?le might 
initially take place in the directory 304 after the selected 
starting ?le format is extracted from the repository as 
described above. Moreover, once provided to the directory 
304, the translated data ?le may be retained thereat for a 
predetermined time period and further translated based upon 
subsequent authoriZed requests for the data ?le in different 
?le formats. In such an embodiment, the number of accesses 
via requests to the enterprise may be minimized at the 
expense of processing overhead in the directory 304 and the 
limitation that a translation operation based upon a given 
request for a data ?le retained at the directory 304 Will likely 
have only one stored format in the directory 304 upon Which 
to base the translation. 

The result of the transaction Which extracts the part number 
?le from the repository 102 and optionally performs the con 
version 609 is a properly formatted part number ?le 612 
responsive to a supplier’s 301 request. The output 612 is 
forWarded to database 601 Whereat the part number and for 
mat are matched With authorized requests received at the 
database 601 for the part number ?le in the format of output 
612. The output is thereafter transmitted through ?reWall 
1010 outside of the enterprise 101 to the directory database 
304 at table 310 and made available to the requesting supplier 
301. The supplier by logging in 402 Will be presented With an 
indication (FIG. 5d) via the status tracking feature 415 of the 
access control system, that the requested part number ?le is 
noW available for doWnload from the directory database 304. 

It is possible that the request part number may be requested 
in the format of the output 612 contemporaneously by mul 
tiple suppliers. This is especially true When a part number has 
undergone a recent engineering change Which affects mul 
tiple suppliers. The likelihood in such situations is that the 
part number ?le Will be requested by multiple suppliers over 
a span of days and/ or Weeks surrounding the change. Accord 
ingly, and as previously described, once a ?le is transmitted to 
the response table 310 for the directory database 304 it may be 
cached thereat for a predetermined time period so that sub se 
quent requests to access the part number ?le may be handled 
completely out of the directory database 304 Without requir 
ing access to the repository 102. As With any caching opera 
tion, the ?les maintained that are provided to the repository 
With an expiration date 310a after Which the data Will be 
considered unreliable (i.e., it has become stale) and the ?les 
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are thereafter purged. Moreover, and as previously described, 
the presence of optional conversion engine 609 at the direc 
tory 304 enables the conversion from a cached ?le format to 
a different subsequently requested format Without requiring 
reference to the repository 102. 

Finally, the process for creating and updating the reposi 
tory meta data ?le Will be considered. In order to ensure that 
the meta data 305 in directory 304 is kept current, it is nec 
essary to provide periodic updates to the directory based upon 
changes in the data stored in the repository 102. Such changes 
might for example include additions, deletions or modi?ca 
tion of existing data ?les, as Well as the availability of previ 
ously stored data ?les in neW formats. FIG. 9 illustrates the 
mechanisms for moving data from the repository 102 to the 
meta data table 305 in directory 304. For the initial loading of 
data into the directory 304, a ?at ?le is created including a 
meta data representation of the data ?le information present 
in the repository. This ?at ?le is loaded into the meta data 
database 602 of the Notes database 601 and thereafter for 
Warded to the meta data table 305 of the directory 304. 
Accordingly, an initial mass-loading of the meta data table 
305 is affected. 

In order to keep the meta data table current, periodic 
updates are provided from the repository to the directory 304. 
Accordingly, a second data How is shoWn in FIG. 9 for update 
data Whereby changes to the repository 102 are captured as 
so-called delta meta data and sent via Notes mail to the meta 
data database 602 of the Notes database 601 and thereafter 
forWarded to the meta data table 305 of directory 304 outside 
the ?reWall. The delta updates may be forWarded by a sched 
uled query that generates and mails the data as output on a 
predetermined basis. Additionally, it is contemplated that 
certain high priority change may immediately trigger such an 
update or alternatively, that a system administrator can manu 
ally affect such an update. 

As described above, embodiments can be embodied in the 
form of computer-implemented processes and apparatuses 
for practicing those processes. In exemplary embodiments, 
the invention is embodied in computer program code 
executed by one or more netWork elements. Embodiments 

include computer program code containing instructions 
embodied intangible media, such as ?oppy diskettes, CD 
ROMs, hard drives, or any other computer-readable storage 
medium Wherein, When the computer program code is loaded 
into and executed by a computer, the computer becomes an 
apparatus for practicing the invention. Embodiments include 
computer program code, for example, Whether stored in a 
storage medium, loaded into and/or executed by a computer, 
or transmitted over some transmission medium, such as over 
electrical Wiring or cabling, through ?ber optics, or via elec 
tromagnetic radiation, Wherein, When the computer program 
code is loaded into and executed by a computer, the computer 
becomes an apparatus for practicing the invention. When 
implemented on a general-purpose microprocessor, the com 
puter program code segments con?gure the microprocessor 
to create speci?c logic circuits. 

While the invention has been described in detail above in 
the context of a preferred embodiment it is readily apparent to 
those of skill in the art that various modi?cations, substitu 
tions, enhancements or the application of these principals in a 
different manner are all contemplated to be Within the scope 
of the invention Which may be practiced With such modi?ca 
tions While still falling Within the scope of the appended 
claims. 






